
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation
The stages of implementation of the system made in this project are as

follows:

1. Classification Sales Data

Sales  data  that  has  been  obtained  by  the  company  during  2015-2018,

Classified  based on the  same sales  month  and type  of  pesticide,  then

accommodated  in  an  associative  array  and  displayed  as  a  data  table.

Example:

 

Illustration 5.1. explain some of the sales data that were classified 

in 2015 in January.

2. Classification Weather Data
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Illustration 5.1: Classification Data Sales
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Weather  data  that  has  been  obtained  from  the  web

http://api.worldweatheronline.com for a period of 4 years, starting from 1

January  2015  to  31  December  2018 are  classified  based  on the  same

month and accommodated in an associative array, then displayed as a data

table. Example:

Illustration 5.2. explain the example of some weather data that has 

been classified based on the month and description in January 2015.

3. Classification Sales Data based on Maximum Value of Quantity

At this stage, the classification of sales data is based on the maximum

value of the quantity of each product and every month. Example:

Illustration 5.2: Classification Data Weather

http://api.worldweatheronline.com/
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Illustration 5.3 explain the classification of sales data based on the 

maximum quantity in each month of 2015.

4. Classification Weather Data based on Maximum Value of Description

At this  stage,  classification of weather data is based on the number of

descriptions that appear in each month. Example:

Illustration 5.3: Classification Maximum Sales

Illustration 5.4: Classification Maximum Weater
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Illustration 5.4 explain the classification of weather data based on 

the number of descriptions each month in 2015.

5. Merging Sales Data and Weather Data

At this stage, every maximum sales data and maximum weather data that

has been obtained from the previous stage are combined in one table.

Illustration 5.5  explain examples of maximum sales and weather  

data that have been combined in one data table in 2015.

6. Calculate Probability every Parameters

At this stage the probability value of each parameter is calculated, namely

the month and weather for each type of pesticide. 

Illustration 5.5: Merging Data Maximum Sales and Weather
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Illustration 5.6 explain the probability data in January of the types 

of pesticides obtained from the entire data.

Illustration 5.7 explain the weather probability data for each type 

of pesticide obtained from all available data.

7. Calculate Final Probability

At this stage, the system will calculate the final probability value of each 

parameter that has been inputted. The end result is a probability value in 

units of percent and the type of pesticide recommended.

Illustration 5.6: Probability Month on Type of Pesticide

Illustration 5.7: Probability Weather on Type of Pesticide
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5.2 Testing
In this section, we will discuss simulations of how this system works. 

Table 5.1: Testing with Data 2015-2016

MONTH RECOMEND
ATION

FORECAST

RESULT
FORECAST

RESULT
MANUAL

DIFFERENC
E

JANUARY ABOLISI 0.0050 0.0050 0

FEBRUARY DANKE 0.0066 0.0064 0.0002

MARCH DANKE 0.0066 0.0064 0.0002

APRIL DANKE 0.0066 0.0064 0.0002

MAY DANKE 0.0066 0.0064 0.0002

JUNE DANKE 0.0066 0.0064 0.0002

JULY DANKE 0.0066 0.0064 0.0002

AUGUST KLENSECT 0.0008 0.0008 0

SEPTEMBER DANKE 0.0066 0.0064 0.0002

OCTOBER SUPREMO 0.0400 0.0400 0

NOVEMBER DANKE 0.0066 0.0064 0.0002

DECEMBER SUPREMO 0.0016 0.0016 0

Table  5.1  explain  probabability  comparison  data  using  a  system  with

probability calculations manually. The data used are training data for 2015-2016

to predict the possibility that occurred in 2017. In this experiment there are eight

data that have differences. From the above data can be calculated accuracy as

follows: 

Accuracy (%) = (the large amount of data that has no difference 
      / number of experiments) X 100%

= (4 / 12) x 100%

=  33.33%
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Table 5.2: Testing with Data 2015-2017

MONTH RECOMEND
ATION

FORECAST

RESULT
FORECAST

RESULT
MANUAL

DIFFERENC
E

JANUARY ABOLISI 0.0083 0.0083 0

FEBRUARY DANKE 0.0150 0.0150 0

MARCH DANKE 0.0150 0.0150 0

APRIL DANKE 0.0150 0.0150 0

MAY DANKE 0.0150 0.0150 0

JUNE DANKE 0.0150 0.0150 0

JULY DANKE 0.0150 0.0150 0

AUGUST KLENSECT 0.0008 0.0054 0.0046

SEPTEMBER DANKE 0.0150 0.0150 0

OCTOBER SUPREMO 0.0400 0.0400 0

NOVEMBER DANKE 0.0150 0.0150 0

DECEMBER SUPREMO 0.0016 0.0064 0.0048

Table  5.2  explain  probability  comparison  data  using  a  system  with

probability calculations manually. The data used are training data for 2015-2017

to predict the possibility that occurred in 2018. In this experiment there are two

data that have differences. From the above data can be calculated accuracy as

follows:

Accuracy (%) = (the large amount of data that has no difference 

      / number of experiments) X 100%

= (10 / 12) x 100%

=  83.33%
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Illustration 5.8  explain  the graph from the  results  of  testing Table 5.1.

Where the training data used is sales data and weather data 2015-2016. In the

graph there is a considerable difference in distance in October between forecast

testing with the value of manual testing. This is argued by the difference in value

between forecat testing with manual testing. In the graph also shows the lowest

probability value occurred in August.

Illustration 5.8: Graphic Testing 1
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Illustration 5.9  explain  the graph from the  results  of  testing Table 5.2.

Where the training data used is sales data and weather data 2015-2017. In the

graph above, there is a considerable difference in distance in October between

forecast testing and the value of manual testing. This is argued by the difference in

value between forecat testing with manual testing. In the graph above also shows

the lowest probability value occurred in August.

From the two experiments above, it produced the highest accuracy rate of

83.33% using 2015-2017 training data. It can be concluded, that the more training

data used, the better the level of accuracy.
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Illustration 5.9: Graphic Testing 2
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